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Abstract 
A compact convex set X in a linear metric space is we&y admissible if for every E > 0 
there exist compact convex subsets Xi,. . . , X, of X with X = conv(Xi u . . . u X,) and 
continuous maps fi from Xi into finite dimensional subsets Ei, i = 1,. . , n, of X such that 
c;=“=, IlfiW - Gil <cforeveryziEXi,andi=l,..., n. 
Theorem: Any weakly admissible compact convex set has the fixed point property. 
Question: Is every weakly admissible compact convex set an AR? 
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1. Introduction 
We are concerned with the following problem known as Schauder’s conjecture: 
Problem 1 (Schauder). Does every compact convex set in a linear metric space have 
the fixed point property? 
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Schauder’s conjecture is one of the most resistant open problems in the theory of 
nonlocally convex linear metric spaces: In fact Schauder posed Problem 1 in The Scottish 
Book in 1935 (see [8, Problem 541) but it remains open, despite great efforts by analysts 
and topologists for many decades. 
It is of interest to know that Schauder’s conjecture is still unproved even in some very 
special cases: For instance, it is not known whether compact convex sets in the spaces 
L,, 0 6 p < 1, have the fixed point property. We recall that L,, 0 < p < 1, are defined 
by: 
L, = f : IO,11 + R, llfll = J’ If(t)W < 00 , ifO<p< 1; and 
0 
LO = {f : [O, 11 -+ R, llfll = 1’ 1 i’;$,, dt -=I m>, if p = 0. 
In previous paper [13] we have shown that all Roberts spaces have the fixed point 
property. (By a Roberts space we mean any compact convex set with no extreme points 
constructed by Roberts’ method of needle point spaces [14,15,3,5]. See [12,9,1 l] for 
some results about the AR-property for Roberts spaces.) Let us observe that after Roberts 
constructed an example of a compact convex set with no extreme points [14] in 1975, 
his example became the main target for attacking Schauder’s conjecture. 
In this paper we continue our search for a solution to Problem 1. We introduce the 
notion of weak admissibility and prove that weak admissibility implies the fixed point 
property for compact convex sets in linear metric spaces. Our result reveals a new class of 
compact convex sets with the fixed point property. We hope that the result of this paper 
will pave the way for a solution to Schauder’s conjecture, one of the most important 
problems in fixed point theory. 
Notation and conventions. By a linear metric space we mean a topological vector space 
X which is metrizable. The zero element of X is denoted by 13. We equip X with an 
F-norm ]I .]I such that, see [16] 
]lXzll 6 [[z/l for every z E X and J! E R with IlXll < 1. 
Let A be a subset of a linear metric space X. By convA we denote the convex hull of 
A in X. We also use the following notation 
](IC - Al] = inf{]lz - y]]: y E A} for II: E X. 
Let X be a linear metric space. By a convexpoZyhedrun we mean the convex hull of a 
finite set in X. By a polyhedron we mean a finite union of convex polyhedra. Therefore 
any polyhedron used in this paper is finite dimensional. 
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2. Weak admissibility and the fixed point property for weakly admissible compact 
convex sets 
In this section we introduce the notion of weak admissibility. Our definition, of course, 
comes from the notion of admissibility of Klee [6,7]. 
Definition. We say that a compact convex set X in a linear metric space is weakly 
admissible if for every c > 0 there exist compact convex subsets Xt , . . . , X, of X with 
X = conv(Xt U ... U X,) and continuous maps fi from Xi into finite dimensional 
subsets Ei, i = 1,. . . , n, of X such that 
< E for every xi E Xi, and i = 1,. . . , n. 
i=l 
Observe that n = n(c) depends on E. We say that X is admissible, see [6,7], if one 
can take n = n(&) = 1 for any E > 0. 
Our result in this paper is the following: 
Theorem. Any weakly admissible compact convex set has the fixed point property. 
Our Theorem reduces Problem 1 to: 
Question 1. Is every compact convex set weakly admissible? 
Remark. Klee [6,7] proved that any admissible compact convex set is an AR. We do 
not know whether this stronger property holds true for weak admissibility. 
Question 2. Is every weakly admissible compact convex set: (i) an AR? (ii) admissible? 
Let us observe that the AR-problem is still unsolved even in the class of compact 
convex sets with the fixed point property, see [ 131. Namely, we ask the following question 
which is somewhat more general than Question 2(i). 
Question 3 [ 131. Assume that X is a compact convex set with the fixed point property. 
Is X an AR? 
Following Kalton and Peck [3] let us say that a compact convex set X in a linear metric 
space is small generated if there exists a point 20 E X such that X = conv S(ze, E) for 
every E > 0, where 
S(ZO,&) = {z E x: ]IIc - 5011 < &}. 
Observe that all Roberts spaces are small generated and weakly admissible. It is of 
interest to know whether the result of [ 131 can be extended for small generated compact 
convex sets. Our Theorem suggests the following question. 
Question 4. Is every small generated compact convex set weakly admissible? 
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From the Theorem and from [lo] we get 
Corollary. A compact convex set X has thefixedpointproperty ifthe following condition 
holds: For every E > 0 there exist compact convex sets XI, . . . , X, andfinite dimensional 
convex subsets El, . . . , E, of X such that X = conv(Xi U . . + U Xn) and 
~(l+dirnE~)llzi-E,JI<e foreveryziEXi,i=l,...,n. 
i=l 
Proof. Since Ei, i = 1,. . . , n, are finite dimensional convex sets, we have dim Ei = 
dimz, where z denotes the closure of Ei in X. The following result, established in 
[IO], shows that X is weakly admissible. 
Proposition 1. Let X be an n-dimensional closed convex subset in a linear metric space 
E. Then there is a retraction T : E -+ X such that 
I/r(x) - 211 < 2(n + l)][z - XI] for every Ic E X. 
3. Proof of the main result 
In this section we prove the Theorem. Our approach is very elementary and self- 
contained: In fact we do not use any special results other than some basic definitions 
in the theory of linear metric spaces. Therefore our proof can be easily understood by 
nonexperts. 
We start with the following fact. 
Lemma. Let X be an infinite dimensional convex set in a linear metric space and let 
Ai, i = l,... , n, be finite subsets of X and E > 0. Then there exist disjoint finite sets 
BicX, i=l,..., n,suchthat 
(i) B = iJ%, Bi is a linearly independent subset of X. 
(ii) ]]x - convAi(] <eforeveryxEconvBi, i=l,...,n. 
(iii) There exists an a$%e map h : conv A + conv B, where A = Uz, Ai, such that 
l/z - h(z)I( < E for every cz E convA. 
Proof. For every i = l,... , n, let Ici be a triangulation of conv Ai, and let K be a 
triangulation of conv A such that Ai c KY, A c c, where K? denotes the set of all 
vertices of K, and 
n 
U KY = K”. (1) 
i=l 
Observe that card co < card K” for every cr E K, where o” denotes the set of all 
vertices of a simplex o E K. 
Since dimX = co, there exists a linearly independent subset 
BI = {h(v): w E G} c X 
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such that 
]]h(v) - ~(1 < (cardI@-‘E for every v E KY. 
By induction we choose linearly independent subsets BI, c X such that 
i 
k-l 
Bk = h(v): w E K! \ U KY 
i=l 1 
k-l 
c X \ span U &, for k = 2, . . . , n; (2) 
i=l 
[/I - ‘~11 < (cardIC’)-*& for every ‘u E I$. (3) 
LetB=U~=“=lBi.SinceBi,i=l ,... , n, are linearly independent, from (2) it follows 
that B is a linearly independent finite subset of X. Let us check (ii): For every z E 
conv Bi we have 
J: = & crjh(?Jj), 
k 
wherev~EconvA~,~~E[O,l),j=l,,~., k, and c~j=l. 
j=l j=l 
Let y = c,“=, ajvj E conv Ai. Observe that k < card KO. Then from (3) we get 
< k(cardK’)-‘E < E. 
Therefore 
llz-convAiII<E foreveryzEconvBi, i=l,...,n. 
Consequently condition (ii) is established. 
We now extend h linearly on each simplex c E K to an affine map 
h:convA + convB. 
We need to verify condition (iii). 
For every 2 E conv A, where A = Uy=“=, Ai c K”, we have 
k k 
x= c CtiUi, where zli E A, ai E [O,l], i = l,..., k, and Cai = 1. 
i=l i=l 
Since k < cardK’O = card ua, KY, from (3) we get 
l/X - h(x) 11 = // 2 a( (Vi - h(vi)) // < k(card K”)-‘E < E, 
i=l 
and condition (iii) holds. Consequently the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem. Let X be a weakly admissible compact convex set. Assume to the 
contrary that there exists a continuous map f :X + X such that f(s) # z for every 
5 E X. By the compactness of X there exists an E > 0 such that 
]]f(z) - 51) 2 E for every z E X. (4) 
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Our strategy is to construct, under condition (4), a finite dimensional compact convex 
set F c X and a continuous map 1c, : F + F without any fixed points. This contradicts 
Brower’s fixed point theorem for finite dimensional compact convex sets. 
Since X is weakly admissible there exist compact convex subsets X1, . . . , X, of X 
with X = conv(Xt U . . . U Xn) and continuous maps fi from Xi into finite dimensional 
convex subsets Ei of X, i = 1,. . . , n, such that 
2 Ilfih> - %I[ < 2-4~ for every xi E Xi, and i = 1,. . . , n. (5) 
i=l 
Claim 1. Forevery i = l,..., n, there exists a continuous map gi from fi(Xi) into a 
convex polyhedron Fi c X such that 
2 lJgi(y) - yIJ < 2-4~ for every y E fi(Xi), and i = 1,. . . ,n. (6) 
i=l 
Proof. Since fi(Xi) is a finite dimensional compact set there exists a finite open cover 
24i of fi(Xi) such that 
diam U < (1 + Di)-‘n-12-4E for every U E Lfi, (7) 
where Di = dim fi(Xi), 
ordUi < 1 +Di. 
Let {XV: U E Ui} be a 
i= l,...,n,and 
(8) 
partition of unity inscribed into Ui, see, for instance [l]. For 
every U E Ui, we select xu E U and denote 
Fi = conv{xu: U E Ui}. 
We now define a map gi : fi(Xi) -+ Fi by the formula: 
gi(y) = C Xv(y)w for every y E fi(Xi>. 
UEU, 
From (7), (8) we obtain 
g II%(Y) -YII =2/l C Xu(Y)(xu -Y)ll 
i=l UEUi 
< f: c //XU - yII (where U;(Y) = {U E Ui: Y E U}) 
i=l Uak(y) 
n 
< C ord ZAillxu - ~11 
i=l 
< n ord Ui( 1+ Di)-‘n-‘2-4& 
< 2-4& 
for every y E fi(Xi), and i = 1,. . . , IZ. The claim is proved. 
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From (5), (6) we get 
2 l)gifi(a4 - Zi(( < 2-s& for every xi E Xi, and i = 1,. . . , n. (9) 
i=l 
Denote F = convU$, Fi. Then F is a finite dimensional compact convex polyhedron 
in X. Let f ] F : F + X. Our next step is to approximate f by an affine map g from F 
into a polyhedron in X. 
Claim 2. There exists an afine map g from F into a convex polyhedron G c X such 
that 
IIf - g(z)\\ < 2-j~ for every 2 E F. (10) 
Proof. Let K be a triangulation of F such that 
diam f(a) < 2-‘(1 +dim F)-‘E for every c E K. (11) 
Let g(w) = f(v) f or every w E K” and let G = conv{g(v): 21 E Ic’}. Then we extend 
g linearly on each simplex o E K to an affine map g : F + G. We claim that g satisfies 
condition (10). 
Observe that for every z E F there exists a simplex g E K such that 
n n 
x= c &Vi, wherewiEcrO, oiE[O,l], i=l,.. .,n, and Coi = 1. 
i=l i=l 
Since n < 1 + dim F, from (11) we get 
< 2 ((N(f(x) - f(W)) (1 
i=l 
< ndiamf(a) < 2-s& 
for every x E F. The claim is proved. 
Let Go = {g(v): v E K?}. Then G = conv Ge. Observe that for every z E Go we 
have x = g(v) for some w E K”. Since 
Go C X = conv(Xt U . . . U X,), 
we get 
X = LO!i(V)Xi(V), 
i=l 
wherexi(v)EXi, cq(r~)~[O,l], i=l,...,k, and eai(U)=l 
i=l 
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Let Ai = {xi(u): VEP}CX& i=l,... , n. Then G”’ c conv Uz, Ai. Therefore 
G c conv A, where A= fiAi. (12) 
i=l 
Foreveryi= l,..., n, let Ti : X + conv Ai be a retraction. Take 6, 0 < 6 < 2-3~, 
such that 
Ilri(z) - z(( < 2-3n-*& whenever [Jz - convAi(( < 6,i = 1,. . . ,n. (13) 
From (4) it follows that dimX = co. Therefore by the Lemma there exist disjoint 
finiteSetsBi={bij,j=I ,..., n(i)}, i=l,..., 72, of X with the following properties: 
B=iJBi={bij,j=l ,..., n(i), i=l,..., n} (14) 
i=l 
is a linearly independent subset of X; 
IIz-convAiII<S foreverya:EconvBi, i=l,...,n. (15) 
There exists an affine map h : conv A + conv B, where A = Uy’, Ai, such that 
I/z - h(z)/ < 6 < 2-3~ for every z E convA. (16) 
From (13), (15) we get 
~~z--r~(z)~~ 2-~n-‘~ foreveryzEconvBi, i=l,...,n. (17) 
Proposition 2. There exists a continuous map ‘p : conv B -+ F such that 
llz - cp(x)II < 2-2~ for every z E conv B. 
Proof. Since B is linearly independent, for every x E conv B there exist unique Xij E 
[O,l]andzij~Bi, j=l,..., n(i), i=l,..., n, with 
n n(i) 1~ n(i) 
C C X, = 1 such that z = x x XijZij. (18) 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
Also, from the linear independence of
B=GBi={bij,j=l,..., n(i), i=l,..., n}, 
i=l 
see (14), we have 
(19) 
(20) 
convBinconvBj=(b foreveryi,jE{l,...,n}withi#j. 
Foreveryi=l,.. . , n, denote Xi = ~~~~ Xij, and 
(Xi)-’ Cyzj XijZij E ConvBi if Xi > 0, 
xi = 
e if Xi = 0. 
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Observe that cy=, Xi = 1 and 
x= 2 &Xi, where Q E conv Bi if Xi > 0. 
i=i 
Therefore we can define cp : conv B -+ F by the formula: 
where 
‘pi(G) = 
i 
gifiri(Xi) if Xi # 0, 
e if xi = 8. 
(21) 
(22) 
We claim that 
Claim 3. cp is continuous. 
Proof. Assume that {zk} C conv B and xk + x E conv B as k + oo. Let, see (18), 
71 m(i) n n(i) 
xk = CCAij(k)zii, and 2 = XxXijXijy (23) 
i=I j=l i=l j=l 
whereXij(k),XijE[O,l]andxij(k),XijEB,j=l,..., n(i), i=l,..., n,with 
n n(i) 71 n(i) 
rxxij(k) = 1 and F;xXij = 1. 
i=l j=i i=l j=i 
We claim that Xij (k) -+ A, as k -+ 00. In fact if it is not the case, then there exists a 
subsequence {k(e)} C N such that Aij(k(!?)) -+ Xi, as C + 00 and Xij # Xij for some 
j E {l,... ,n(i)}, i E (1,. . . , n}. Since 2k + X, We get 
n 49 
X = x XIiijXij. 
i=l j=l 
Therefore from (23) we have 
n n(i) 
C C(Xij - Xij)Xij = 8. 
is] j=l 
By the linear independence of B = {xij, j = 1,. . . , n(i), i = 1,. . . , n} we get 
Xij = Xij for every j = 1,. . . , n(i), i = 1,. . . , TX, a contradiction. 
For every i = 1,. . , , n, denote 
Xi(k) = 2 A,(k), Xi = 2 A,. 
j=l j=l 
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Then we get 
&(k)=l, &=l. 
i=l i=l 
Let 
’ (Xi(k))--1 c,“l”l 
e 
Xjj(k)Xjj E conv Bi if Xi(k) > 0, 
if Xi(k) = 0, 
(Xi)-’ C,“i”l Xijxij E conv Bi if Xi > 0, 
xi = 
P 
Then we have 
xk = 2 &(k)%(k), 
i=l 
n 
x= 
c Xi&, 
where 
i=l 
if Xi = 0. 
where xi(k) E conv Bi if Xi(k) > 0, (24) 
zi E conv Bi if Xi > 0. (25) 
Since Xij (k) + X, as k -+ co, it follows that Xi(k) --+ Xi and xi(k) + xi as k -+ co 
foreveryi= l,..., n. Therefore by the continuity of fi, gi and ri we get, for xi # 0 
+~(zi(k)) = gifiri(xi(k)) + gJiri(xi) = ‘pi(zi) for every i = 1,. . . ,n 
as k -+ 00. 
Also, if xi = 8, then Xi = 0 and Xi(k) -+ 0 as k + 00. Therefore 
k(k)pi(xi(k)) + 0 = &R(G) 
as k + co. Consequently, from (21), (22) and (24) we get p(xk) 3 v(x) as k 3 00. 
The claim is proved. 
From (9) and (17) we get 
l/p(X) - 211 = 
I/ 
2 -b(L%firi(Xi) - xi) 
i=l 
6 c IlLmi(Xi) - Ti(Xi)ll + 2 II?-*(Xi) - xi11 
i=l i=l 
< 2-3e + n(n-‘2-3E) = 2-2~. 
The proposition is proved, 
Now we are able to complete the proof of our Theorem. Define T,!J = cphg : F + F. 
Then from (10) and (16) and from Proposition 2 we get 
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Ilf(4 - zll G Ilf(4 - d411 +lld4 - hmll 
+ pK7(4 - cph+:)ll + (I’pkJw - XII 
< 2-3E + 2-3E + 2-2E + ((q(z) - ZJI 
=2-l& + ((q(z) - 511 
for every x E F. 
Therefore from (4) we get 
II@(x) - 51) 2 IIf - XII - 2-l& > 2-l& 
for every x E F. 
Consequently $J does not have any fixed points. This contradicts Brower’s fixed point 
theorem stating that any finite dimensional compact convex set has the fixed point prop- 
erty, see, for instance [2]. The theorem is proved. 
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